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Moving forward,
at your own pace...
“Au Service du Vin” has already reached its 6th edition.
The first English version, thanks to the hard translation
work by Didier Ghorbanzadeh has seen the day. Our
digital magazine adventure continues and still dares to
cover all wines. Those from fastidious producers, or
from more modern estates, or even cooperatives.
Worse yet, in this edition, Jean Michel Peyronnet
writes about Bag in Box©! What next?! The major news
is that “Au Service du Vin” will change names in order
to evolve. More to come on this in the near future.
If the topics covered are varied, it is important to realize
that they are always treated very seriously, with heart
and sincerity. Our contributors have that essential
quality: the love of wine. I am proud to work with them,
and to try to develop this beautiful idea with the means
and the time at my disposal.
Also of note, the launch of l’Avis du Vin, the new wine
portal by le Figaro, which will feature every new edition
of “Au Service du Vin”, a recognition of the serious
work we put into this magazine. On my end, I’ll be
contributing a few articles about specialty wine shops;
more to come.
Emmanuel Delmas
Photo:© Winepaper
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Des contributeurs
De valeur
Marc Vanel, Bruxelles
Marc Vanel goes by the pen name
Marc Vanel for the edition of his book
“Vignobles de Belgique”, written with
Eric Boschman.www.marcvanel.be

Jean-Michel Peyronnet
Previously in charge of la Revue
Vinicole Internationale, Jean-Michel
acts as the editorial director of the
future wine television channel,
EDONYS. Lover of people and meeting
with winemakers, he particularly enjoys
little known areas and adventures,
without a trace of elitism.

Marilyn Johnson, St Emilion
Wine journalist, after having worked in
the daily Sud Ouest newspaper, she
currently works for the
ILoveSaintEmilion website. In the field,
Marilyn travels throughout the
vineyards and shares her touching
stories about the winemakers she
cares for.
Site:www.ilovesaintemilion.fr
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qui se mettent
pour vous...
Marise Sargis, Paris
Journalist, Marise participates in the
Gault Millau. Loves wines that are alive
and especially sincere.
Blog: www.vinetchere.com

Miguel Desnerck
Multilingual (6 languages), Miguel
travels throughout the vineyards and
edits the “journal des vignobles”,
another online magazine. Miguel loves
being moved by winemakers who prize
hard work and sharing.

Christophe Hauser, Paris
For some years now, Christophe offers
Music and Wine sessions with Georges
Lepré. He was in charge of two paper
magazines on music. Christophe
shares his passion through delectable
articles on history and the link between
music and wine.
Site: www.musique-et-vin.fr
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Au service
Du Vin
Franck Merloz, Savoie

Creator of the TweetAwine tool, Franck
specializes in the Internet for wine.
Defender of Savoie
wines! www.tweetawine.com

Alain Reynaud

Photographer, Alain Reynaud likes to
wander in the vineyards with his
camera. His “Monstres de Vignes” are
a wonderful invitation to travel, though
the humanization of fun snapshots.

Antoon Laurent, Cognac

Native of Ampuis, Antoon lives in
Cognac and was once chef sommelier,
notably in Puerto Rico. Currently
technical expert at the Vicard
cooperage, a true epicurean, he has
the opportunity to taste wines from the
inside, with an outside view.
Blog: www.thewinepatriot.com
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Nouveau Venu
The English
version !

Didier Ghorbanzadeh
“Au Service du Vin” will now be available in English,
starting with this edition. The English version will
appear a couple weeks after the original.
Our international expansion is now possible thanks to
the work of Didier, who offers to translate our texts. We
welcome him and offer our sincere gratitude.
http://blog.vimpressionnistes.com
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Escapade à
Cassis
9

Escapade à Cassis

T

he Cassis appellation covers the vines situated
around the town of Cassis. None of the neighboring
towns can claim the Cassis AOC.

There are currently 12 producers in the Cassis appellation, making it a
small, but very renowned and unique Provence vineyard. Although most
producers release wines in all three colors, Cassis is mostly reputed for its
white wines from the marsanne, clairette and ugni blanc grape varieties.
Cassis owes much to the Flortine Albizzi family, which settled here to work
the vine and promote this small area near Marseille through its financial
influence. Today, the Clos d’Albizzi (see below) is run by their descendant
François Dumont, who is also a close relative of Aubert de Vilaine (la
Romanée Conti).
Cassis reds represent only a marginal production and are made from the
carignan, mourvèdre, grenache and cinsault grape varieties.
In 1892, the vineyards of Cassis were completely ravaged by phylloxera.
An old dominant grape variety at the time, moscatel has since disappeared
as it was no longer compatible with the root-stock grafting techniques.
The vines, for which the yield is limited to 45hl/ha by Cassis AOC
regulations, are rarely trained through a trellising system and are often
pruned in the guyot (cane) or cordon de royat (spur) style.
The close proximity to the sea and the protection of the Cassis vineyards
by the nearby hills make this a zone with a good quality of hygiene for the
grapes.

Par Miguel Desnerck
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Domaine de la
Ferme Blanche

I

n January of this year, we received a friendly invitation to visit
Mrs. Jéromine Paret, owner of the FERME BLANCHE estate in
Cassis.

“The wines of Mrs Paret have often been
cited and awarded.”
We were finally able to accept the offer two weeks ago and discover an
estate which is probably the oldest of Cassis along with the Clos d’Albizzi.
The ancestors of Mrs. Paret are at the origin of the Cassis appellation,
with mention of the Count François de Garnier’s dating back to 1714.
The name of the estate holds its promise, since this elegant vigneronne
hosts her guests in a long white building resembling a little provincial farm,
surrounded by vines and olive trees, with olive-green colored doors and
windows. Ah beautiful Provence!
The wines of Mrs. Paret have often been cited and awarded, whether it is
in competitions such as the concours general agricole de Paris, in the
Guide Hachette wine guide, or on many other occasions.
The estate produces wines in all 3 colors.
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We particularly took note of

We find the typical white fruit aromas
on the nose, but the structured palate
also brings eucalyptus and menthol
notes. Spices make their appearance
to subtly enhance this exceptional
wine, which is never “over the top”.
Balance is the key here, and is
always well thought out at this top
estate, which crafts whites with such
talent!

Domaine de la Ferme blanche,
Cassis white 2007. The wine is
yellow with green reflections. The
freshness and mineral notes on the
attack evolve towards a fuller profile
with pear and white stone fruit.
Delicious!
Domaine de la Ferme Blanche,
Cassis white 2008. This bottle
received the rare 3 star distinction
and a special citation in the Guide
Hachette. This says it all.
It is a wonderful white comparable to
the great Alsace wines, with evolving
aromas and always this complexity
and freshness in spite of its full body.

The rosés and reds are not to be
forgotten, but in Cassis, whites are
king!
fermeblanche@wanadoo.fr
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“Fontcreuse white is mainly
characterized by its fullness,
aromas, and its length.”

The Château Fontcreuse white is
mainly characterized by its fullness,
its pronounced aromatics, and its
length. The estate’s white offers a
pleasant freshness and liveliness, as
well as a long finish. It is made from
clairette, marsanne and ugni blanc.

When coming to Cassis, to meet with
Jean-François Brando is to meet a
very knowledgeable producer in the
ways of the wine world and trade.
Having worked for a large négociant
in his previous career, he has
mastered every secret of the
international trade and marketing of
wine, which he shares with us
passionately. It’s no surprise that he
had a designer create the
characteristic “Fontcreuse” bottle
shape, for which he holds a copyright
in France.
The beautiful Fontcreuse terroir,
which features an impressive castle
and its splendid tower, produces
round and full-bodied whites with
nice citrus aromas and a touch of
salinity.

The red, presented in a Bordeauxstyle bottle with higher shoulders, is
characterized primarily by its
smoothness and red berry aromas.
Very pleasant, the tannins from the
mourvèdre allow the wine to age
easily.

Ci-contre: Château de
Fontcreuse
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Clos Albizzi
en Cassis

T

he contribution of the wealthy Albizzi family from Florence has
been considerable for Cassis wine production, as they are the
ones who made the small region known throughout Europe.

“In taste, the wine provides an excellent
concentrate of what Provence does best.”
François Dumon, a direct descendant of the Albizzis, welcomed us with an
exceptional simplicity, kindness and attention. A few empty, but mythical
old vintage Romanée-Conti, Richebourg or la Tâche bottles hint at the
close ties to his cousin Aubert de Vilaine.
The Clos Albizzi produces a traditional white from clairette, ugni blanc and
marsanne. It is the “cuvée Vermeil” which particularly seduced us
however. This bottling is sourced from selected parcels. Hand harvested
in the early morning, cold racked, with a short maceration of 6 to 8 hours
and a cold fermentation, this wonderful Cassis retains all of its freshness.
Aged twice in barrique, first on its lees, then again after racking, the wine
picks up a fullness and body, which one can expect from using this
typically burgundian method. On the palate, the wine provides an excellent
concentrate of what Provence does best. With lush citrus notes, apricot
and a hint of salinity, this wine is both noble and hedonistic.
The estate also produces a 100% clairette vin de pays de la
Méditerrannée. Pure, chiseled, exotic, full and mineral, we enjoyed it very
much.
We think the Clos d’Albizzi estate particularly stands out for its wonderful
whites, which it specializes in.
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The terroir of Cassis, in the
Bouches-du-Rhône region, is truly
magnificent. Not far from Marseille,
and just a stone’s throw from the
famous calanques (creeks) of
Marseille and Cassis, the half-plain,
half-hillside landscape specific to
Cassis and its great white wines,
deploys itself just next to the typical
fishing port in a picture-postcard
setting. Clairette, roussanne and
marsanne are the most adapted
white grape varieties for this terroir.
We had the chance to visit 3
interesting estates: Clos d’Albizzi,
Château Fontcreuse and Domaine
de la Ferme Blanche, where each
time, we were greeted with a very
warm welcome.Cassis, a flat
vineyard surrounded by hills which
protect it from the cold and wind.
On the top: View of Clos d'Albizzi
Miguel Desnerck
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Monstres des
Vignes
16

Photographer, Alain Reynaud likes to
wander in the vineyards with his
camera. His “Monstres de Vignes”
are a wonderful invitation to travel,
though the humanization of fun
snapshots.

Photos Alain Reynaud©,
photograph
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My small
business...
20

Unstoppable duo offers a lifeline to
France's wine industry.

"I

ran into every obstacle in the world." It would seem
that being a woman in the 21st century is a big
handicap from the start. To go up against the
macho wine industry is an additional challenge
which can make one's path more complicated.

It wasn't enough to discourage Dominique Cassaigne however, a superb
woman from France's southwestern wine region. This lady perseveres and
knows everything about the material and financial urgency of the French
vignerons. At the head of a vineyard of 130ha in Gaillac, she's also familiar
with the complexity involved in running a one-woman show.
A dried up wine industry
The French wine industry is not healthy. In the Gironde region, anger
spreads. The vintners from the Bordeaux and Bordeaux supérieur AOCs
criticize the négociants who apply low prices for less renowned
appellations. Following the FDSEA (a regional agriculture union) in
January of this year, a group of small producers gathered in front of a
négociant house in Bychac-et-Caillau en Gironde, a house which deals
with supermarket chains, in order to bring attention to the plummeting
grape prices.
With a barrel sold around 450 euros, when it is only profitable above
1000, the wine sector is dried up. Sting operations (like the blockade at the
GVG –Grands Vins de Gironde– négociant at Saint Loubès by hundreds of
vintners from the young farmers union) signal a state of emergency. More
than 1500 vintners are on the verge of bankruptcy. In France, 1 out of 5
vintners is not doing well, and has no other choice but to sell at any cost,
but without the morale or logistical means to do it. Dominique Cassaigne
has understood the stakes, and armed with a business school education,
she created a new concept and perfectly adapted solution for vintners who
are unfamiliar with business and trade practices. She would create the first
European "phoning" company, an upscale wine telemarketing activity.
Par Marilyn Johnson
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FAIRY TALE
’Phonea Vitis’ acts as a
representative to the vintners. After
meeting them at the estate, creating
a technical sheet, and tasting the
wines with the help of
sommeliers (Bertrand Bijasson,
president of the Aquitaine sommelier
association), operators approach
consumers from a database of
interested customers, presenting the
latest offers for the vintages and
stocks at the estates. After an great
start for Dominique and her small
business created in Libourne in
2006, the company quickly outgrows
its initial structure. She needs to hire
and her partner Christophe Plat...

A loan by a friend will get the ball
rolling, and in 2011, Phonea is now
hiring its 26th member.
Mother of 5 children, Dominique has
always been a talented manager. At
one point weakened by a divorce,
she met her current partner, father of
their last child, and married in July
making this year a vintage to
remember.
When meeting the couple, one likes
to think that happiness shines on
those who dare to innovate. Long
after our meeting, their charm still
takes effect: tenderness, availability,
down to earth, but also doubtful,
perhaps a necessary obstacle in the
success of their company, tied to a

“After a great start, the company quickly
outgrows its initial structure.”
agricultural engineer at the head of
the Lugon coopérative, will
accompany her and participate in the
rapidly growing company.The
numbers speak for themselves. Over
a hundred estates, 9550 orders, a 2
million euro turnover for the vintners,
an average basket of 210 euros, and
there you have it. Phonea Vitis takes
off and imposes itself in all of France.
The return on investment of the
vintners is positive. Compliments
abound: an ideal partner,
constructive dialog, good listener...
But what may seem like a fairy tale
was not always so. Dominique still
recalls how the banks wouldn't follow
her. No notoriety, new concept, it
wasn't easy to gain their support,
even from the most audacious.

competence and understanding of
the situation. They've managed to
spread this energy to those they work
with, but also to the vintners who see
in this company a welcome lifeline,
including a Grand Cru clientele who
are hardly safe from difficult sales,
hidden away behind their châteaux
walls

22

MARILYN JOHNSON
PHOTO © MW
PHONEA VITIS:
45, RUE DES DAGUEYS
33500LIBOURNE
TEL: 0557747407
FAX:0557517548
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Sopardis, the Rolls
Royce of Bag-In-Box®
24

En ouverture: JeanPaul Lafage, créateur
de Sopardis, et son
épouse Sophie.
Ci-dessus,
haut: Vinomania, la
vitrine du groupe
Sopardis.
Ci-dessus, bas:
Stéphane Boutiton,
sommelier, complice

W

ine in cardboard boxes! Oh
my goodness!

Well yes, unfortunately for the purists,
elitists and other wine snobs, the
success of bag-in-box –or bib for
short– shows no sign of slowing down.
It’s already been about 30 years since
Mr. Bib was born.
Par Jean-Michel Peyronnet
25

“Only for "simple wines" ?
Certainly not !”

But what is it exactly?

According to the trade magazine
Rayon Boissons,(France) in April
2010, 243.5 Million liters of wine
were sold in bib, +16% compared to
the previous year, for a turnover of
558.6 million euros (+18.5%). In
supermarkets, the bib saw sales
increase by +10% between January
4th and November 7th 2010
compared to the same period in
2009. Today, this healthy 30-year-old
reaches nearly 30% of market share
in volume of wine sold in
supermarkets. Long story short, the
bib is a hit!

A flexible, retractable pouch
containing 2, 3, 5 or 10 liters of wine,
an air-tight faucet, and a cardboard
to keep it all together. Result: when
the bib is reliable, the seal –and
absence of oxygen– allows one to
conserve the wine three to six weeks
after opening. Advantages: one can
split up one’s consumption, drink one
to three glasses per meal ; it is ideal
for parties, picnics, barbecues… ; the
bib is inexpensive ; its technology is
well understood ; it also allows café
and restaurant professionals to
diversify their offer. And as an added
bonus, bib supporters claim it is
environmental friendly.

Only for “simple wines”? Certainly
not!

1. Ci-contre: Wine
selection directly on the
property
2. A suivre: A part of
Wine collection
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So, is the bib condemned to offer
“simple wines” to consume with a
plate of sausages and fries under the
gentle look of the garden gnome?
“Certainly not," says Jean-Paul
Lafage, a passionate Bordelais who
first had the idea of boxing
independent vintner wines. With
Sophie, his wife, and quickly
shouldered by Stéphane Boutiton,
ex-chef-sommelier of Sources de
Caudalie, Jean-Paul Lafage runs
Sopardis, company which he
established at the turn of the century
after managing sales for the
Bordeaux négociant LD Vins.“At the
time, one mostly found bibs of table
wine and some Vin de Pays,”
explains him. When I discovered this
system, I immediately thought of
introducing estate and château
wines, because even if the vacuum
closure

is criticized, it really depends on what
goes into it. A good wine from a good
producer can easily go into a bib”.
Bib ambassador
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In the small Bordeaux châteaux, the
welcome was lukewarm. Main
concern of the winemakers: “they’re
gonna think I’m crazy,” or also “is the
Bordeaux market place going to
accept it?...”. Basically, the launch of
Sopardis was not really a resounding
success. Twelve years later, the
Verre après Verre –glass after glass–
collection shows a spectacular
development: from 30,000 bibs sold
in 2002, Sopardis announces nearly
230,000 today, with 60 different
wines from 50 estates: 60% in
Bordeaux, the remaining 40%
covering the Loire,
Southwest, Rhône, Languedoc and
Provence. Turnover: 2.5 million
euros.

Sopardis,
Ambassadeur du BIB

T

o offer a full service and absolute traceability, JeanPaul Lafage created the Bibattitude company in
2009, “after five years of studies and endless talks,”
he points out.

It’s the first truck with an entirely automated filling mechanism. The
packaging takes place at the estate. Investment: 700,000 euros.
Finally, since 2007, in order to establish the “bag-in-box ambassadors”,
the Vinomania chain is developed throughout France, with eleven
locations offering simple catering and where the sommelier staff explains
the art of serving boxed wine to the clients. The last shop just opened in
the 15th district of Paris. This work remains a challenge: “The concept and
mechanism of the bib still need to be explained to the consumer,” says,
modestly, Jean-Paul Lafage, recently elected 2011 bag-in-box
ambassador by Smurfit Kapa, world leader in the production of pouches
and faucets. Another small step on a long journey.

Jean Michel Peyronnet
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3 wines
3 regions
Morgon, Jean Foillard 2010
Explosive aromas of cherry, berries, a
floral touch. Juicy and fresh on the
palate with a swift finish. (12€) ****(*)

Terra Romana 2008
Feteasca Neagra grape, Roumanie
Plenty of fruit on the nose, wild notes,
soft spices, prunes, herbs. Nice fullness
on the palate, almost sunny. Fruits and
spices combine on a fresh finish of a
good length.
(10€) ***(*)

Le Mas de mon Père 2006
Côtes de la Malepère "Dégustez
moi"
Slightly vegetal on the nose, dried
herbs, thyme, laurel. Floral followed by
olives. Supple on the palate on flower
and thyme aromas. The mid-palate,
though fluid, is light and delicate. The
fresh finish slides away slowly for an
easy wine with good drinkability.
29

Stabilize a wine after
a long transportation

H

ow to stabilize a wine after it has suffered bottle shock during
transportation? It's an interesting question, which many people
rightfully ask themselves after purchasing bottles on a trip, or
even a local wine fair closer to home.

“It is necessary to let the wine rest about 5
to 10 days, in the calm of your cellar.”
The same goes for gifts which we receive from friends.
So what to do?
Ideally, if you aren't in a rush:It is necessary to let the wine rest about 5 to
10 days, in the calm of your cellar.This resting period will be greatly
beneficial to the wine and allow it to stabilize. Wine loves to be pampered.
A tip if you are in a hurry?
It has been proven, as surprising as it may seem, that low temperatures
stabilize wine. I have in the past left wine in the refrigerator, at a
temperature of 4 to 8 degrees Celsius, and for about 1 to 3 hours, when I
was in a rush to try a new acquisition.Naturally, you should bring your wine
back up to the adequate serving temperature after wards (cellar
temperature or 11 to 14° for white wine).
You would be surprised at how well this technique works, allowing the
wine to come to life.For older vintages, use the same process, but extend
the time in the fridge a little.
I still strongly recommend patience however, and to give your wine ample
rest to get over its travels.
Par Emmanuel Delmas
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What about Champagne?
Francis Boulard, an independent
Champenois vintner who crafts
beautiful and true Champagne, has
commented in the past that
Champagne suffers greatly from
transportation. One of his passionate
friends, Régis Bourgine, reveals an
important little technique to reduce
the damaging effect of a long trip.

of 3 weeks minimum before opening
the bottle for a standard tasting, and
3 months for a prestige tasting. The
entire architecture comes back into
place only slowly. The same
phenomenon occurs with a recently
disgorged wine. One is often
disappointed by Champagne
presented in faraway wine fairs such
as Asti, Véronen, Prama, Bordeaux
(+ than 150 km)."

Francis Boulard:

"For sparkling wines (Champagne,
Crémant, Franciacorta, Cerdon,
Limoux...) the resting period required
is even longer. The bubbles / carbon
dioxide in constant movement during
transport changes the nature or
balance of the wine and its aromas its flavors. Much time is required for
these elements to fall back into place
(aromas + flavors + patchwork of
31

"One trick which I learned from a
wine-shop-owner friend (Régis
Bourgine in Courbevoie) is to keep
samples or tasting bottles in the
upright position for the entire trip.
This way, the smaller surface of wine
in contact with the vacuum (in the
neck of the bottle) avoids too much
movement, which we get when the
wine is in a horizontal position.
And it works! One can quickly taste
Champagne in the best of conditions,
though I haven't tried with Crémants,
Franciacorta, or Cava."

On the top: That's a dream...

Thank you Francis and Régis for this
little trick!
Emmanuel Delmas
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Encounter: A
fairy's wine
33

Fairy's wine

S

urprises await those who climb up to the village of Coiffy-leHaut: a vineyard hidden away in the Haute-Marne and the
flower wines of a woman vintner.

“The vineyards of Haute-Marne en
Champagne amount twenty six hectares.”
The rebirth of the Haute-Marne vineyards dates back to the 80s. The
Haute-Marne is situated between the Champagne region (to the west),
Burgundy (to the south), Lorraine (to the north) and Alsace (to the east).
The famous cheese of Langres is made just 35km away, Dijon and Nancy
are an hour and a half away, Paris three and a half. The countryside is
extremely pretty, green, wooded, cows grazing peacefully, rolling hills,
plenty of greenery… even in the middle of a draught, and somewhere
among all this, there is Florence Pelletier, a female winemaker who is
passionate about her craft.
The young woman is the only independent vintner of the Haute-Marne.
Blonde with blue eyes, she set up in Coiffy-Le-Haut in 1996, just across
from the local cooperative. The vineyards of Haute-Marne en Champagne
amount to twenty six hectares: ten belong to Pelletier, sixteen go to the
cooperative. New grape varieties were authorized in 1996. Together with
her husband, Florence replanted. Their Gamay rosé is a marvel: unique,
the terroir expresses a floral character, with a refined bitterness adding
structure and elegance: “A single three hectare parcel converted to organic
agriculture from the beginning”. The red wines are made from Pinot Noir
and Gamay (to guarantee a harvest in case of frost). The whites are from
Chardonnay and Auxerrois. All are classified as Vin de pays des Coteaux
de Coiffy.
Par Marise Sargis
34

“She embodies a new generation
of winemakers tied to tradition,
curious and respectful of terroir.”

Since 2009, the Pelletier estate is
undergoing its conversion towards
organic agriculture, and tending
towards biodynamics as of 2011.
Pierre stopped his dairy farming
activity to devote himself entirely to
the vineyards alongside his wife.

Nine people followed him, a farmer, a
carpenter, a mechanic… it was a
very social gathering. Nobody had
serious viticultural skills,” says
Florence.
Today, the association has become a
fraternity, presided by Pierre
Pelletier. This local dynamic pushes
the young newlywed to undertake
training in winemaking at the
agricultural professional school of
Beaune, which she completes with a
technical training in enology from the
faculty of Dijon.She embodies a new
generation of winemakers formed
with modern techniques, tied to
tradition, respectful of terroir, curious,
into sustainability. In the HauteMarne, prune and mirabelle spirits
are never far.

His father-in-law, Henri Pelletier,
was the reason of this move to
winemaking. “He had continued to
make wine from his personal
vineyard; his bottles were well-liked.
In 1983, as the village mayor, he
decided to revive the vineyards of
Coiffy by creating an
association.Onivins allows him to
plant new vines. The Oberlin, Bacco
and Culman grape varieties were
abandoned.

Picture: 2 bottles of
Florence's Pelletier
production
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Flower wine had once been
concocted at home by the
grandmothers; the recipe was lost.
The wines of Florence have a
feminine character. The bottles take
on the appearance of flasks. It’s a
reputed bottle maker in the North,
Saver-Glass, who makes them –
impossible to throw out the empty
bottles. She draws the labels herself.
Her passion for flowers stems from
her childhood in her grandmother’s
garden, where she would spend her
time composing herb gardens. A
food lover, she likes to associate
flowers to dishes. Florence refined
her recipes, ingredient by ingredient.

The geranium wine pairs well with
Asian cuisine, as well as foie gras.
The ylang ylang wine goes well with
flambéed banana or pork.
The violet wine is a perfect match
with chocolate, or with warm goat
cheese. When visiting, one must try
everything, while spitting naturally…
it’s a beautiful tasting moment in her
company.The Belfort wine
association entrusts her with their
wine. The abbey entrusted her with
the resurrection of an old liqueur
from the Val de Presles, the Preslix,
with its minty flavor, but without
actually communicating the recipe,
which he wishes to keep secret…

“The abbey entrusted her with the resurrection
of an old liqueur, Preslix.”
Violets, lavender, rose… ylang ylang,
the local susier plant, angelica,
marjoram, lily of the valley, jasmine,
geranium. Her range is comprised of
ten flowers. Though not mentioned
on the “aromatized wine” label, the
flowers are either macerated for 15
days in white wine (Chardonnay)
with the addition of sugar, water and
alcohol (susier and lily of the valley),
or natural distillates are
incorporated.A natural cook, she also
offers culinary workshops to pair
these wines of incredibly pure
aromatics.The marjoram wine
transports you into the Fontainebleau
forest and is best served with a meat
like duck, lamb, or chicken. The
angelica wine offers a fantastic
bitterness, ideal for shrimp and
scallops.

and of which one euro of the
proceeds are donated to the friends
of Chapelle Notre Dame de Presles,
a magical place lost in the HauteMarne countryside which is reached
on foot at the very end of a forest
path where a fabulous source once
flowed. Florence has the eyes of a
fairy.
Caves de Coiffy
Florence Pelletier propriétaire
récoltante
52400 Coiffy-Le-Haut
03 25 90 21 12
Marise Sargis
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Denis
Dubourdieu
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Denis Dubourdieu

I

n the wine business, we call him DD. These two initials are a
popular topic in the viticultural microcosm. He is often lauded by
peers, but there are also many preconceptions. In any case, it is
rare for a single man to teach, research, apply and consult.

“A Bordeaux must taste of Bordeaux (Denis
Dubourdieu).”
As with any top enologist, we started by speaking at length about his vision
of viticulture, and the upcoming stakes at hand.
First an observation, we have never before seen as many great vintages in
a decade ; not one weak vintage such as 93, 87, 84, 72, ...
At the northern limit of great French wines, the effects of the climate are
very favorable in this first decade of the 21st century.To start, before
cultivating (producing grapes), one must set objectives. DD's ambition is to
craft wines which are inimitable: "A Bordeaux must taste of Bordeaux!"
Through this seemingly basic sentence, the consultant clearly shows his
pursuit for an expression of northerly terroir; wines which are marked by
the north, with a freshness favoring a slow maturation.
A great, inimitable wine reveals itself with time!
This doesn't mean that a wine should be undrinkable in its youth, and this
is perhaps the biggest difference between his father's generation (in the
40s) and today.
Making great, inimitable wines is in opposition to making wines which are
said to appeal to a global palate. This is a matter of choice, a technical
itinerary.
Par Antoon Laurent
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“Viticulture in the 21st century
should be used to craft terroir
wines.”

Viticulture in the 21st century should
be used to craft terroir wines. In
other words, to make a link between
a taste and a place (in Bordeaux,
there is probably little reason to have
54 appellations). Viticulture should
be modern and allow for wines with
the potential to age.

To meet this goal, one must "never
sacrifice a wine for a short term
objective." DD is uncompromising,
to the point that he prefers to be
awarded an inferior rating, so long as
the potential of the terroir, and
therefore the wine, are not trampled.
So basically, a great wine is: unique,
irresistible in its youth, and must
have aging potential.This isn't an
easy task, and is probably what
makes such wines great. It requires a
high degree of technical precision
from the viticulture to the
winemaking, including grape
ripeness, which should retain a
certain "freshness."

This last point must be respected and
never sacrificed for an en primeur
rating. "Those who have abandoned
this concept have lost themselves!"
The prices of the wines are also
dictated by their capacity to age.The
proof is in the evolution of wine
prices in general. In Roman times
until the year 400, wines were
recognized for their ability to age.

Ci-contre: Denis
Dubourdieu, with Clos
Floridène 96 white.
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When people's tastes evolved from
400 to 1700, the technical aspects
couldn't follow, leading to a period
during which wines were consumed
quickly. Once technical advances
allowed for bottles which could be
sealed, or the use of sulfur wicks in
barrels, etc. the wines made could be
kept in time.Some might say that
there are expensive wines which do
not age well, but very little of these
are exported.The definition of
viticulture in the 21st century is to
respect the environment for the
sake of taste and continuity.The
return to organic methods of
protecting and cultivating the vine is
one way to achieve this. Organic
methods also make use of copper
and sulfur, which can also be harmful
to Man, but it was necessary to come
to an agreement on a term (defining
the language).

"The environmental challenge should
not be weighed against the
excellence of the wines. There's no
choice!"
In line with his philosophy, the wines
of the DD estates follow the new ISO
standards, and the vineyards have
developed to the point of being 100%
organic since 2011. This is not meant
to wave the organic banner, rather to
be "graded" by competent external
bodies.
To push this approach even further
while detaching himself from any
belief system, DD splits his parcels in
two, one part organic and the other in
biodynamic (for which he will follow
the recommendations of specialists).
DD will re-conduct this experiment
over several years in order to "not
just believe, but see" just as any
scientific mind would do to avoid
overlooking anything.
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It's far from over. We still don't know
the defining gustatory/aromatic
molecules of grape varieties and oak.
Evolutions in enology allow us to
better know, understand, and help us
to better guide the wines while
intervening in the best/least imposing
way possible. Or in other words: as
naturally as possible, hence the
importance of understanding the
vinification and aging mechanisms.
The final goal is to offer pleasure, the
ambition of a true artisan, while
respecting the terroir expression.

"Every era is modern to be
contemporary."
Wine is contemporary and every era
makes wines of its own time. Today
wines are more concentrated.
Contrary to the other artistic
productions such as a piece of
music, wine evolves and its taste will
change depending on when it is
consumed.
The heart of that which is sacred is
the importance of beliefs which
charm Man (a believing animal).
Wine, symbol of the western world,
gathers many beliefs and attracts
many fakers. "Wine goes far beyond
wine!"

It demands a constant attention; viticulture is a human creation/activity (pruning, maturation)

To sum it up, the viticulture of the 21st century should be respectful of its

environment, while producing

“The ambition of a true artisan is respecting the
terroir expression.”
grapes which will yield wines with a
long aging potential.After the grapes,
we enter the winery to understand
enology, its evolutions and the
upcoming challenges...Winemaking
should guide the natural fermentation
of the grapes into wine, while
intervening as little as possible to
reach the gustatory objective the one
sets him or herself. The appellation is
only justified when one can justify a
geological area and an interesting
local taste. To make an aphorism:
plants allow us to perceive the taste
of the soil! The aging of wine allows
this local flavor to develop and
appear. Paradoxically, great wines
tend to converge over time. There's a
limit to wines which are very/too old
and give way to emotion.

On the contrary, winemaking as such
is a natural activity (the grape
naturally transforms into wine, and it
is this wine which much later can turn
into vinegar). To achieve the taste of
a great wine, all must be
proportionate, so one needs a vast
enological understanding.The role of
the consultant is to share his
knowledge with clients. The
researcher, on the other hand,
produces knowledge. Subjects must
arise from observation to resolve
problems or questions.If enology fails
to explain empirical practice, then the
latter can be threatened, and
possibly go wrong. Enology should
not be used to compromise a wine
for quick recognition.DD unveiled to
me the golden rules in his decisionmaking process to have a harvest at
ideal ripeness.

Enology still has a bright and

long future.
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“Denis Dubourdieu is a man of
principals, humble et generous.”

CONCLUSION

Instead of listing them, we shall
mainly note that the analytical
parameters all depend on the terroir
on which one works.The same can
be said for the extraction of the
grape, which notably becomes
increasingly delicate during the
alcoholic fermentation, and softer
over the course of its life-cycle, as the
grape becomes more and more concentrated. But one should
not forget to taste. DD insists on the
importance of this perceptive tool,
because even with identical
analytical results, it is possible to
have gustatory differences, making
this type of observation, albeit
subjective, a very effective tool.

By the end of our meeting, I am filled
with emotion, and reach the
conclusion that Denis Dubourdieu is
indeed an excellent professor, given
his scientific mind, his research, his
knowledge, and his gift for
transmission. Finally, Denis
Dubourdieu is equally a Monsieur,
which is to say a man of principals,
humble and generous.
Thank you DD for sharing your
passion with us. Let us now move on
to the practical work which is the
tasting of finished wine.
Known for his white wines, we of
course taste the reds from the 2008
vintage:

"Winemaking remains the interpretation of the partition."
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REYNON (85% Merlot ;
10 CS ; 5 PV) :Aromas of
blackcurrent, strawberry,
slight forest floor; the
attack is supple, full on
the palate; the retro-offers
a very nice, fresh
ripeness.
HAURA (60% CS ; 40%
Merlot) : Intense black
current on the nose,
cranberry notes; very nice
roundness on the attack,
velvety texture with a
superb balance; retroolfaction on very pleasant,
crisp fruit notes.

CLOS FLORIDÈNE (70% CS ; 30%
Merlot) : Closed on the nose, after
agitating the wine: complex, fresh
black current, spices, wilted roses;
chalky texture on the palate, nice
tension; finish and retro-olfaction led
by the minerality of the Cabernet
Sauvignon.
In addition, tasted blind:
CLOS FLORIDÈNE blanc
1996 : Chalky aromas, petrol, dried
almond, peach flower, white peach;
fresh attack, lots of volume while
remaining precise on the palate,
some sweetness on the mid-palate,
superb balance; finish is led by a
superb mineral frame
Antoon Laurent
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Off site Vinexpo,
Bordeaux
44

Off site vinexpo-The hidden
face of the force

I

won't do a retrospective on the major 2011 wine event, which is
the professional trade show that takes place every 2 years in
Bordeaux.

“How join the useful to the pleasant, while
escaping from the wine label race.”
Everything has already been said and repeated, from the crowds to the
traffic, the heat (that's right, summer did hit Bordeaux after all), the
saturation of the wireless phone network, and even the Wi-Fi.
No, I chose to linger on the sidelines, exploring that which goes on on the
outskirts of the expo, which like all large events attracts its share of "OFF"...
and it would seem that these side shows have become fully integrated into
the main event itself and validated by the organizers of the trade show.
Some of these satellites even take place at the main venue.
But why mention the off-sites?
Simply because this is where one encounters the "real" wine people, and
where one can taste and enjoy independent vintner wines. It is where one
goes to take a breath of fresh air, for the lungs, but also the spirit.
Or how to join the useful to the pleasant, while escaping from the wine
label race.
It is also an opportunity to meet and converse with some of the most
renowned winemakers in France, just past a flowery aisle, glass in hand,
or on a crisp morning in the heights of Fronsac, an evening in a Médoc
château, or also in a wooded park in the middle of a vineyard...
Par Franck Merloz
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Discovering the wines of
independent winemaker of the year
2010, Thierry Germain, head to
head... Tasting a glass of the
Amphibolite with Jo Landron and his
Chinese importer, joking around with
Michel Bettane, Catherine
Maisonneuve & Mathieu Cosse over
a Cahors..
And I could go on and on! Because if
you want to meet the stars, it
definitely isn't in the large halls of the
trade show that you needed to be,
but covering the off-site events where
numerous "specimens" where to be
found: Hervé Bizeul, the bloggerwinemaker of the Clos des Fées ;
Benoit & Mélanie Tarlant and their
"Zéro"; Yvonne Hegoburu and her
Jurançon, Jean Michel Stephan and
his natural Côte-Rôtie, Mathieu
Baudry (Domaine Bernard Baudry)

A real Tour du France of the best of
what each region has to offer.
And in the middle of it all, the
bloglouglou...
All this seems to have attracted a
crowd of enthusiasts as well as
importers from China, the US, etc.
And among the crowd, several
figures of the French blogosphere
decided to forego the scorching
aisles of the event hall, such as
Aurélia Fillon (BuSurLeWeb),
Christian Penneau (Vinblog), Arnaud
Daphy (Triptiq).
On the top: Thierry Germain, in
Saumur Champigny
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“In addition to these organized
peripheral events, there is still
room for improvisation.”

The off-site of off-sites

And after a half an hour drive, you
find yourself sitting across from the
"mad scientist" Jacques Broustet,
tasting organic Bordeaux with a
triangular label (sacrilege!), who
introduces you to his workshop and
his vines surrounded by actinidia
(kiwi trees) and beehives... That's
biodiversity for you!
Vinexpo is also all of this, the "on the
side" stories of the trade show, the
new encounters, the discoveries,
which make this an event not to be
missed. So for 2013, throw away
your preconceptions and make plans
to attend, if not only to discover the
off-site events.

In addition to these organized
peripheral events, there is still room
for improvisation. One is never safe
from running into someone who will
lead you astray from the
predetermined path of the event and
its annexes.
Over the course of a tasting, a friend
grabs you by the arm, in this case
Annie François Crouzet (the world's
4th "nose") who suggests a short
adventure through the Bordeaux
wine underground....

Picture: Annie François
Crouzet, Jacques
Broustet et Franck Merloz.
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SO...
And I won't even go into the after
parties improvised throughout the
day's encounters: you might find
yourself meeting and sharing a good
part of the night with Marc Roisin
(Vinogusto), Miss Vicky Wine and
many others...
See you in 2013...
Find the photo albums here:
http://on.fb.me/vinexpo-les-off
http://on.fb.me/vinexpo-rencontres
http://on.fb.me/vinexpo-decouvertes
Franck Merloz
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Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Winning Mistral!
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En haut: Jadis nommé
Château Calcernier, le
village prend le nom de
Châteauneuf du pape en
1893.
Ci-dessus:Le généreux
grenache du Château de la
Gardine

2

50 producers, 13 grape
varieties, 4 terroirs and.. the
mistral wind: Châteauneufdu-Pape is an active AOC
Especially on international front. We
take a closer look with Michel Blanc,
director of the Châteauneuf producer
federation.Within a grape's throw of
Avignon, the appellation covers five
towns: Orange to the north, Courthézon
and Bédarrides to the east, Sorgues to
the south and of course Châteauneufdu-Pape in the center.
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“The mistral is one of the main
factors of the quality and typicity
of the Châteauneuf wines.”

Stretching from the Rhône to the
Ouvèze valley, the zone counts
3,200 hectares of vineyards, with
3,100 in production. The wineries
produce 12 to 13 millon bottles per
year, 95% red and 5% white, with
two thirds going to export markets,
mainly anglo-saxon. No rosé here, as
this AOC was set in 1936 at the
same time as Cassis, Arbois and
Tavel which produces only...
rosé.The terroir and the mistral are
this appellation's the two biggest
assest, with four different soil types:
the famous galets roulés stones,
sand, limestone (to the west and the
center of the appellation) and finally
red sandstone, which is sand before
decomposition and which one finds
around the center-east of
Châteauneuf.

"The mistral wind is one of the main
factors of the quality and typicity of
the Châteauneuf-du-Pape wines,"
explains Michel Blanc. "It blows
north-south and can be very strong,
especially in winter, spring and at the
end of summer. In the winter for
example, 50km away in the plaine of
Bonnieux, which is completely
shielded from the mistral, the
temperature can drop to as far as 12°, whereas here we rarely reach 2°."This shift is maintained
throughout the spring, protecting the
area from frost. In the summer, the
mistral chases away the clouds after
rain storms and dries the vines.
Later, during the mid-september
equinox showers, it pushes away the
clouds coming from the Cévennes
Ci-contre: Michel Blanc,
director of the "Fédération
des producteurs de
Châteauneuf du Pape".

Photos et article
Marc Vanel
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"In addition, during the harvest, it
dehydrates the berries and
concentrates the gapes. To us, the
mistral is just as important as the
galets roulés stones."

Not that these wines are better than
those of the cooperative, but
because there are many more
people involved in the sales
process.I often say, to compare, that
the the Apt cooperative has two
salesmen to sell its 100,000
hectoliter production, but that here, if
you count two or three people per
estate, we have 750 salespeople to
sell the same volume!"

A tradition of family-owned estates
Whereas in the Côtes du Rhône,
cooperatives produce 70 to 80% of
the appellation's volume, this is no
longer the case in Châteauneuf-duPape. "Out of 350 growers," adds
Michel, "about 70 are members of
the Courthézon cooperative (Le
Cellier des Princes), but even their
numbers are high, they only produce
5% of the appellation's wine. Our
strong tradition of winemaking by
private esates also explains the
commercial success of the AOC.

A range of grape varieties
The other major reason for this
AOC's succes is the variety brought
by 13 grape varieties, a range largely
domanated by Grenache.
"The realization that Grenache is a
fantastic grape variety is relatively
recent. In the 80s, we had a
tendancy to lean towards Syrah,
because there was a demand for
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With the exception of a couple
stylistic exercises, Grenache is found
in practically every wine of the AOC,
in a proportion between 60 to 80%,
or even 100%. Aside from Syrah and
Mourvèdre, the five most commonly
used grape varieties are currently
Cinsault and its cousin Counoise,
Vaccarèse, Muscardin and Terret
Noir.
"Today, after numerous studies, we
are able to better understand
Grenache, and to make wines which
are as good, if not better, than Syrah.
Mourvèdre and Syrah are important
in a blend, but Grenache is the
symbolic and most important grape
in Châteauneuf. It acts as the
backbone which supports the other

issues with copper and the
phytotoxicity which it can lead to
depending on the the quantities
found in the soil."

Aside from the landscape work currently in place,

the other challenge will be the plant work and the preservation of biodiversity.

"We must replant bushes, fruit trees,
keep as much grass as possible
around the fields to limit erosion. We
must also better control grape
maturity to avoid making overly
alcoholic wines (which Grenache is
often criticized for) by trying to better
match the technological maturity
(sugar-alcohol ratio) and the phenolic
maturity (taste in the grapes)

“Grenache is the symbolic and most important
grape in Châteauneuf.”
No minimum or maximum is
imposed. "It's not forbidden to make
a 100% Counoise or Mourvèdre
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, but no one
does it. What's important here is the
multiplicity of grape varieties. And if
we were to put wines from the same
vintage by the 250 producers who
actually bottle wine side by side, they
would all be cousins, not brothers
and sisters, and even less twins."

...so that there isn't a large gap between the two.Certain hot
years, grapes have sufficient sugar
levels to be harvested on the 15th of
september, even though they are not
actually ripe. If we pick them at this
point, the tannins will be green and
drying: we have to wait ten extra
days, in which case we reach alcohol
level far above what we set for
ourselves. I think we can get there
through vine work, or by introducing
grape varieties which are less
alcohol rich than Grenache, such as
Cinsault."

And tomorrow?

What are the trends in the coming
years and the evolution one can
expect in this part of France? Michel
Blanc sees mainly two. First of all,
the expansion of organic wine:
"Today, we estimate that 20% of the
appellation is grown organically, as
opposed to 4.5% in the rest of the
country,even if there remain some

The answer will be in your glass in a
few year:
Text and photos:Marc Vanel
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Ci-dessus: Toute l'équipe de Vinadéa
constitue un fameux gang d'amateurs
passionnés de grenache !
Ci-contre: Pieds de syrah du domaine de
Beaurenard, toujours en Châteauneuf du Pape,
sur le lieu dit Cabrières.
Par Marc Vanel
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Wine & musique
Feast of Fools
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Menestrel et Hypocras pour
la fête des fous

H

ere we are in the Middle Ages, a period rich in pagan festivities
of all sorts, some of which very much deserve to be passed on.I
will of course take this opportunity to present a menu of
beverages and music which are very closely tied to one
another...

“As far as beverages, the principal drink in
the Middle Ages was wine !”
But first, the feast of fools, celebrated on Christmas day, the 25th of
December, New Year's or the Epiphany. This celebration is reminiscent of
the Roman Saturnalia. A moment of freedom during which servants
became masters, and the masters became servants. On this single day,
the values established by society were toppled and religion became
subject of ridicule. Difficult to imagine that such a festivity could be
reestablished with the values and customs of today. Still, what a healthy
sense of humor...
Also, the donkey festival, celebrated in certain cities on the eve of
Christmas, or during the second vespers on the 25th of December: in
memory of the escape to Egypt, a young woman holding a child in her
arms entered the church on a donkey's back. During the masse, all the
prayers ended with "hee-haw". The church soon forbid these celebrations
which had taken on an obscene character.
As far as beverages, the principal drink in the Middle Ages was -thank
goodness!- wine. Indeed, water was often contaminated and could lead to
sickness (dysentery). With wine, no problem. The wine at the time was
lower in alcohol, and could hardly be kept for more than a year. People
also consumed the famous "piquette", made from grape, water and sugar.
Par Christophe Hauser
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In the 11th century, white wine was
the most consumed, but from the
12th century on, the preference
shifted to red wine, or at least in the
countries of southern Europe. The
wine at the time, being very acidic,
was often diluted with water and
flavored with spices, honey or herbs
(clairet and hypocras). To help with
digestion, herbal drinks were served
(anise, absinthe, rosemary or sage
wines) or spices such as hypocras or
clairet. With sweets, very opulent
(malvoisie) or sweet wines were
served.And what about music? Aside
from the pious repertoire which will
be covered in the next edition of "Au
Service du Vin", secular music was
also sung, spreading through Europe
thanks to the troubadours, trouvères
and minstrels.

Unfortunately, these songs most
often remained an oral tradition, of
which only rare traces remain.
The mood which surrounded them
however, can be pictured from this
pretty text: At the main table were
seated many nobles and your
devotees. What prestige and honor
to eat at your table. As a glacial wind
blew outside and whipped the
powerful walls of your fortress such
water on rocks, indoors the heat of
the fire, of the meat and wine prevail.
A mouthwatering scent of grilled
meat fills the entire room.On the
table, foods from all your lands,
meat, fruits, vegetables, are here to
treat your guests. The meal is in full
swing. The men speak from all ends
of the table, stuff themselves as fast
as they can, some already under the
effect of the wine begin to sway on
their chair.
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“The cups, filled to the brim,
clash together as we drink in your
honour...”

Hypocras recipe for your apéritif:

The cups, filled to the brim, clash
together as we drink in your honor,
we cheer for a better future.
Suddenly, a man clothed in colorful
garb appears, sets up in the center of
the room and displays his psaltérion,
this instrument which is so
specifically detailed by
historians.From a loud racket, slowly
we move on to a peaceful calm.
Short phrases are spoken by some:
"The minstrel is here, he's getting
ready to tell us his tale." His fingers
skillfully pinch the strings and the first
notes resound, and with them the
music. Then he begins to sing, to
narrate, to tell his tale...
Music is so complementary to wine,
even in complete obscurantism, so
strong are the ties that bind them...

Take 10 cloves and 10 pieces of
cardamom, mixed with 30g of
cinnamon and 60g or grated ginger.
Put the pieces in a fine towel which
you knot tightly. Let macerate for 12
hours in red wine with 100g of sugar.
Filter the red wine. Serve fresh
before a meal to your guests.
Christophe Hauser

1. "La fête des fous",Peter
Brueghel
2. Le psalterion, music
instrument in middle-age.
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Next...
Belgium whisky !

Wine in Belgium, sure! But whisky…?
Marc Vanel will surprise us once again
with this passionate article concerning
the Belgian Owl!

Wine and cheese

Central food pairing, here is an
interesting explanation which will allow
to put things in their place. Prepare to
be surprised!

Oeneo Bouchage

Oeneo Bouchage, an important corks
distributor.

.
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